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Abstract

Introduction

The tension between service and training in pressured healthcare environments can have a detrimental impact on training quality and job satisfaction. Yet the management literature proposes that competing demands are inherent in organisational settings: it is not the demands as such that lead to negative outcomes but how people and organisations react to opposing tensions. We explored how key stakeholders responded to competing service-training demands in a surgical setting which had recently gone through a highly-publicised organisational crisis.

Methods

This was an explanatory case study of a general surgery unit. Public documents informed the research questions and this data was triangulated with semi-structured interviews (n=14) with key stakeholders. Data coding and analysis were initially inductive but, after the themes emerged, we used a paradox lens to group themes into four contextual dimensions: performing, organising, belonging and learning.

Results

Tensions were apparent in the data, with managers, surgeons and trainees/residents in conflict with each other due to different goals/priorities and divergent perspectives on the same issue of balancing service and training (performing). This adversely impacted on relationships across and within groups (belonging, learning) and led to individuals prioritising their own goals rather than working for the “greater good” (performing, belonging). Yet while relationships and communication improved, the approach to getting a better balance maintained the “compartmentalisation” of training (organising) rather than acknowledging training and service cannot be separated.

Discussion

Stakeholder responses to the tensions provided temporary relief but were unlikely to lead to real change if the tension between service and training is considered an interdependent and persistent paradox. Reframing the service-training paradox in this way may encourage adjusting responses to create effective working partnerships. Our findings add to the body of knowledge on this topic, and will resonate with all those engaged in surgical and other postgraduate training.
**Introduction**

Healthcare faces multiple, competing demands simultaneously (1-4). At the same time as delivering safe and effective patient care, hospitals and other healthcare facilities are also charged with educating future generations of health professionals (5, 6). Moreover, healthcare does not exist in a vacuum. Hospitals and health systems in many countries, including our own (the UK), are struggling to cope with an ageing population, the proliferation of chronic disease management and soaring costs within a climate of growing financial parsimony (7), increasing bureaucracy, regulatory control (including duty hours regulations) and emphasis on performance management (e.g., targets) (8).

Service and training compete for limited time and resources in this pressured environment (9-12). Less time is available for faculty to teach, and residents also have less time to achieve their competences (13-16). These tensions are well described, particularly in the medical press, and other research highlights that they are threatening trainees' quality of training (17); adversely influencing trainee and senior doctor job satisfaction (18-20), and discouraging trainees from working in particular specialties and locations (13). This discourse regarding the tension between service and training is well known and global (12, 13, 21), but what is under-researched are ways in which it could be appropriately addressed.

The management literature may provide insight into potential solutions. For example, it proposes that competing demands are inherent in organisational settings and it is not the demands as such that lead to negative outcomes such as job dissatisfaction or burnout. Rather the important factor is how people and organisations react to opposing tensions in situ, on a day-to-day basis (22). To the best of our knowledge, it appears that how stakeholders within the organisational setting of a hospital manage and respond to the tensions between service and training has not been directly explored. Yet with the pressures on healthcare environments ever-increasing, educational or organizational change depends on knowing more about how these tensions play out in the clinical workplace.

Paradox theory provides a useful lens to do so. Paradox theory refers to a group of theories with similar lines of thinking developed to help create new knowledge by considering opposing viewpoints and incompatible positions and raising awareness for their co-existence in the social context of an organisation. Paradox is a term with a long history and multiple meanings (23, 24) but in the organisational context, paradox is a social construct, referring to “the simultaneous existence of two inconsistent states, such as between innovation and efficiency, collaboration and competition, or new and old” (25, p. 703)
Paradox theory assumes that the tensions between two states, or elements, such as service and training, “exist simultaneously and persist over time” (26, p.382); unresolvable because of different stakeholders, such as trainers and trainees, or clinicians and managers, having divergent goals and positions (27, 28); yet not always salient until something – such as an organisational crisis of some sort - disrupts the status quo, then they are rendered visible (29, 30).

There are four main types of paradox, each of which are theorised to occur in different ways (see Table 1). Tensions also exist across these categories (26, 28). Learning and performing tend to create tensions between the current purpose and change. Organising and performing reflect challenges between means and outcomes. Belonging and performing tensions reflect the tensions between individual identities and change goals, while belonging and organising tensions highlight the paradox of personal good versus the common good.

Paradox theory provides a lens for organising and interpreting data (34-36) as well as a framework to examine the nature of responses to paradox. While resolution is not achievable - it is not a matter of training over service, or service over training (37) - how different stakeholders respond to competing demands will influence the ongoing nature of paradoxical tensions (26) and the impact of these tensions (in this case, their impact on both educational and service processes). Responses can be defensive or active, with the former providing short-term relief but no new ways with work within the paradox, and the latter representing attempts to deal with paradox on a longer-term basis. Jarzabkowski et al. (31) provide an overview of a large literature on responses to paradox, which is partially reproduced with permission as Table 2.

Organizations and individuals must consider solutions which require managing paradoxical tensions constructively, rather than trying to resolve or circumvent them (23, 26, 30).

Our aim was to explore how those working in a general surgery department in a university teaching hospital experienced, perceived and responded to competing demands. We chose surgery as the context for this study as surgical training is proposed to have its own character, separate from yet
sharing common characteristics with the broader field of medical education, yet it is a relatively under-researched and under-theorised field in medical education research (38). Much of the focus on learning in surgery to date has been concerned with examining whether a particular educational approach works or not (e.g., there is a vast literature on ‘VR-to-OR’ [virtual reality to operating room] research in surgical education: 39), but there is now increasing interest in considering questions about surgical training within the complexity of the workplace (38, 40-42).

Using a paradox lens to organise and interpret our data (34, 35), we sought to uncover more about the nature of service-training tension, how service and training inter-related and how stakeholders responded to them in a real-life, surgical setting.

In using this theoretical lens, we hope to give a new perspective on how the tensions between surgical service and training can be conceptualised, and extend knowledge about the management of surgical education specifically and postgraduate clinical education generally. Our specific research question was: how to those involved in surgical education and training manage and respond to tensions between service and training?
Methods

We took an explanatory case study approach (36, 43, 44), one which seeks to explain how or why a contemporary phenomenon occurs, to examine the tensions between service and training within the unit of analysis, or ‘microsystem’ (45), of a general surgery department in a large public, teaching hospital (see below). We drew on documentary evidence to inform the research focus and then used semi-structured interviews as our primary source of evidence. While we were interested in exploring participants’ experiences of the tensions between service and training, and how other organisational processes may impact on training, our main focus was on identifying their reactions/attitudes to these tensions and processes.

Context

We selected an extreme case (36, 46, 47) in order to maximise the richness of information on the tension between service and training, and the consequences of this tension.

The context was a clinical department of general surgery based within a large, public-sector (National Health Service) university teaching hospital in the UK. The department delivers surgical inpatient and outpatient services. It also supervises the education of medical students, doctors and other healthcare professional students and groups (see Box 1 for an overview of medical training in the UK). Most consultant-level doctors take on formal roles to support education and training. However, all healthcare staff are involved in medical training to some extent, with more senior trainees helping to support those earlier on in the training pipeline; the wider team working with the trainee and giving feedback on their performance; and managerial/administrative staff working to ensure rotas, theatres and clinics are appropriately staffed while adhering to working time regulations.

The general surgery unit was in the unusual (and unenviable) position of having critical reviews by the Royal College of Surgeons (England) and Healthcare Improvement Scotland. These were commissioned following very poor trainee feedback in a national feedback study run annually by the General Medical Council (GMC, UK) and a public dispute between Consultant (Attending) Surgeons and the hospital’s management. The latter resulted in two senior surgeons being suspended from service. This led to a highly visible crisis (49, 50) which was played out in the local and national press.

While this may be considered an organisational disruption (51), the external reviews highlighted that tensions between service and training were not new in the general surgery unit; for example, they identified persistent poor communications and relationships between individuals and groups, with consequent adverse effects on the education and training of doctors. However, from the
perspective of paradox theory, the external critical reviews, and subsequent enhanced monitoring status placed upon the unit by the GMC (see Box 1), were disruptions which foregrounded persistent tensions, and made these more salient to those working and training in the unit (26, 29, 30). This situation provided us with the opportunity to observe tensions which may have otherwise have remained latent.

...... Box 1: A brief overview of postgraduate medical training in the UK ......

Participants and data collection

After obtaining ethical approval and appropriate institutional consents, criterion-based sampling of key stakeholders (52: learners, trainers, members of the extended surgical team, management) in combination with volunteer sampling (see next paragraph) was used to identify relevant individuals who had specific perspectival knowledge, experience and understanding of training in the unit at the time of the critical reviews. The sampling frame enabled the identification of a variety of individuals to generate a rich and comprehensive analysis of the local surgical training processes and environment. We aimed to recruit interviewees from different hierarchical levels (e.g., Consultants, doctors in training) and groups (e.g., doctors, managers) in order to achieve a rich, multi-perspective analytical description of the context.

The study was advertised via circular emails and short, informal presentations at surgical meetings. Recruitment was conducted via email. Positive responses were followed up by email providing more information about the study, and a convenient time and place for a face-to-face interview arranged. Those who agreed to take part in the study were invited to attend a semi-structured, one-to-one interview. We used the external review reports referred to earlier and the wider literature on surgical education and training (13, 53-55) to design some broad topics of enquiry, which were presented as open questions to help interviewees articulate their thoughts and experiences of working and/or training in the general surgery department prior to, and following, these reviews. The principal purpose of the interviews was to develop an understanding of the events, changes and related challenges from the perspective of our informants. The interview scheduled was piloted with a surgical trainee (resident), and refined on the basis of the content and process of that pilot interview. Our approach was iterative: we used our notes and recordings from early interviews to inform the development of additional questions for later interviews.
The interviews were conducted by JC and/or RR. Both were “outsiders” to the study setting, with no involvement in clinical surgery or surgical education and training.

**Data analysis**

All interviews were audio recorded with participant permission, transcribed for analysis, and entered into NVIVO 10 qualitative data analysis software to help facilitate multi-analyst coding of the data. We treated all the interviews as one dataset and coding commenced after all the interviews had been completed. Initial data coding and analysis of the transcribed interviews was inductive, using thematic analysis to generate an initial, non-interpretative coding scheme (56) which was used to code all data. Analysis progressed via regular team meetings and telephone/skype discussions, where ongoing coding and comparisons were explored. Comparisons were made between codes and participants to explore differences and similarities in participants’ perspectives. Analytical ideas were documented through memos and team correspondence that created an audit trail of the analytic process. On scrutinising the data, we were struck that many of the issues seemed to relate not only to direct tensions between service and training, but also to tensions between wider systems factors (e.g., staffing, handover processes, workload), individual factors (e.g., bullying, behavioural issues) and how these interacted (e.g., lack of support for educational supervisors [trainers]). It was this that led us to use Smith and Lewis’s (26) paradox lens to help understand and explain the data, to illuminate the issues clearly, identify important factors and their potential relationships, and provide deeper understanding of the tensions, or paradoxes.

Rigour was ensured in a number of ways. Our research team was diverse (including a sociologist, educationalist, and a medical doctor as well as the two psychologists, one of whom has worked for many years in medical education). Our approach to working together was reflexive, to aid critical reflection on the interpretations of the data (57). Preliminary data analysis and the choice of theoretical framework were also discussed with (non-participant) clinical and research colleagues to explore if the findings seemed credible and reasonable (58).
Results

We were able to identify a mutually convenient time for interviews with 14 of the 18 people who we had approached to take part in the study (two of the remaining four people had moved away from the area). These 14 individual, semi-structured interviews were carried out during the time period January-April 2016. The mean length of the interviews was 40 minutes (from 25 to 80 minutes). Interviewees included those with formal roles in surgical education and training (consultant surgeons), nursing staff, students and trainees at all stages of surgical training, plus senior clinicians from other hospital specialities who had over-arching education and training roles, hospital administrators and managers. Eight participants were male, six female. To bring the research alive but at the same time assure anonymity, interviewees are referred to below only by number and broad role (e.g., S = Consultant surgeon; T = doctor in training (resident); AM = administrator or manager; N = nurse; E = educationalist (clinician with senior educational role but not a surgeon).

We have presented the data in the four category framework of organisational paradox (23, 26, 30), and indicate the way in which each seemed to occur in terms of Jarzabkowski et al.’s (31) constructs of splitting, suppressing, opposing and adjusting (see Table 2). While there are a number of different ways of presenting qualitative data, in this study we have interwoven results and theory together. Quotations are included to aid confirmability, to help the reader follow the logic of the story.

Performing

The notion of competing roles was apparent in the data, particularly in terms of reflecting on the difficulty delivering service and training: “how on earth are we supposed to do x, y and z when we’re also supposed to deliver a, b and c?” (P13E). More senior surgeons (those who were in training roles) struggled to manage the competing roles of being a clinician and a trainer, and caring for patients was typically prioritised over training: “sometimes I don’t have time for a student” (P5S). Training was seen by learners as “squeezed into the gaps” (P2T) although individual differences (see Learning) were acknowledged - some surgeons were seen as more willing to “identify patients, do examinations and interact with the students” (P3T).

The Consultant surgeons were explicit about the competing demands of service and training, albeit that they tended to focus on the former (see above), but the focus of the trainees was achieving their competencies: “killing each other ... to get their procedures” (P4T). Trainees focused on their own needs (e.g. getting a specific number of procedures signed off) without considering the needs of other trainees or of the service (see also Belonging). For example, one trainee, nicknamed “king medic” by
his peers, would leave his clinical work, without arranging cover, to go to theatre thus disrupting the rest of the team.

Trainees had clear views on the nature of activities, some of which were seen as training opportunities, others as service, or “just jobs” (P4T). Trainers had a different view of tasks, seeing many day-to-day tasks, or service activities, as inherently educational, but acknowledging at the same time that their perception was not shared by trainees: “maybe they sit in this meeting and don’t realise it’s a learning and training opportunity” (P12S).

Competing goals were also apparent between surgeons and managers. Consultant surgeons and trainees/residents at all levels of training perceived that management were “remote from the situation” (P6AM) and were “not listening to concerns about problems with staffing or training until it’s almost too late” (P2T). The data suggested that the Consultant surgeons perceived that, no matter what they did in terms of communicating issues upwards, management did not act preventatively, but rather waited until crisis situations loomed before reacting. They responded to this by becoming “disjointed from management” (P11S) and focusing on what they could control within the immediate environment of their unit, thus maintaining the status quo of four units working more or less independently within the department in opposition of goal of the organisation, which was to merge the units (See Organising). That this was the case was supported by points raised in the second external review, which identified “the relationship between some senior medical staff and the NHS xxxx senior leadership” as one of issues raised for external review (see Belonging). The reports brought the tensions into the open, drawing attention to the fact that “there were a number of things which people were dissatisfied with and there was a real momentum to actually change some of those things” [P9AM].

In short, it seemed that managers and surgeons had long been in opposition, with the former ignoring the need to accommodate training, and the latter responding by taking a protectionist stance. The third group in the equation, the trainees, reported that they tended to focus in on managing their own educational needs within the above context of an adversarial institutional and professional relationship. Within paradox theory, this kind of response is considered opposing, as each party stuck to their own views and goals with no apparent compromise (see Table 2). There was also an element of a suppressing response, with management seeming to ignoring requests and communications from clinicians.

When the tensions between service and training in the surgical unit became visible after the external reviews, several things happened which influenced Performing. First, the suspension of two senior (Consultant level) surgeons redefined relationships and priorities within the unit, and between the
clinicians and managers. This can be considered a *splitting* response (see Table 2) – separating elements (in this case separating certain individuals from the wider unit – as a means of addressing the issue. This in turn seemed to allow the remaining consultants to respond by *adjusting* in terms of working with the trainees for mutual benefit. For example, they engaged more directly with trainee needs, working with them to develop ways of accommodating education and training more effectively, and building relationships (see **Belonging**). Relationships between surgeons and managers also seemed more accommodating. Second, managers responded to the criticisms raised in the external reports by *adjusting*, by giving resource to facilitate change to the surgical unit (see **Organising**).

**Organising**

At the individual (**Performing**) level, there was the view that “people [clinicians] in xxx [the hospital] are quite committed to education” (P3T). However, this was not reflected at an organisational, or organising level where the importance of training seemed to be unclear, or at best assumed rather than explicit, even after the external reviews:

*You know, it’s assumed, we’re in a teaching hospital, therefore we will teach, but it isn’t necessarily a focus of discussion at management meetings, about are we putting the right support in place for that? Are we doing the best that we could as a team? That’s not on many agendas, many management agendas (P13AM).*

There seemed to be an assumption that training would be delivered, but explicit organisational support for doing so was lacking, indicating that the goals of service and training were compartmentalized (*splitting*). That this tension did not appear to be taken seriously at an organisational level was further demonstrated by a lack of responsiveness from hospital managers when a significant proportion of the general surgery trainees had described their training environment as ‘not supportive’ in an influential national survey (GMC, 2016). This feedback had the potential consequence of the general surgery department having its training status (and trainees, removed), which would have in turn impacted adversely on both the institution’s reputation and the general surgical department’s capacity to deliver service. Surgical trainees had communicated their views using a powerful tool, yet from the perspective of the clinical surgical staff (Foundation Programme doctors, surgical trainees/residents and Consultants), the managers did not seem to respond to this feedback (*supressing* response: and see **Belonging** for further discussion). Indeed, all the surgical staff we interviewed were clear in their views that management did not take ownership of training and
only responded when things were critical: “until we were leaning on them saying that, you know, people are going to die, nothing was done” (P2T).

Yet on the other hand, as a result of the reports, the organisation had provided the general surgery department with additional resources to support organisational change. This support had been requested by the consultant surgeons, and agreed by the hospital/organisation’s chief executive officer. It took the form of change management staff, one of whom helped the unit create a vision for a modern surgical service, including how training would be embedded, and another, an administrator, who supported them to take forward various workstreams (including an education/training stream) to achieve this.

While this resource was viewed positively by clinicians, and could be at least a first glimpse be seen as an adjusting response, the paradox lens suggests that it was unlikely to lead to real change for two reasons. First, it was time-limited. However, was a tension between the wish to change and the timeframe imposed for this change - “we’ve come out of rock bottom but we’re still this steep climb and we’re still pretty far away from where, actually really far away from where we want to get” [P12S] yet the additional support was time limited and there was an expectation from the organisation that change would be implemented within a set timeframe (“there are some radical ideas but we’ve six, nine, 12 months to actually implement” [P9AM]). Because of this, the response of extra resource was unlikely to address the tension between patient care and training in a sustainable way. Second, there was a sense that training remained compartmentalized, or split, from service, and the responsibility for addressing training issues still remained with the surgeons (albeit with some additional administrative support), rather than the balance between education and training shifting in a real sense within the hospital structures.

**Belonging**

Consultant surgeon attitudes towards the trainees and training seemed to significantly impact on the trainees’ sense of belonging, feeling valued and supported (see also Performing), and being a part of the team: “the good consultants are the ones who identify patients [to discuss], interact with the students on ward rounds, and make them feel at ease” (P3T). Being approachable and engaging with the trainees by “finding out their names” (P14E) was conducive to a better learning environment, compared to the consultant “just showing up around lunchtime, and insisting on a ward round” (P2T). The importance of belonging is relevant to consultants and the surgical team too: having “collective responsibility for being part of the service” (P13E) with trainers and trainees, along with the rest of the surgical staff, working together as a department (adjusting). Developing a cohesive team atmosphere
within a unit was “the result of the consultants’ attitude to it” (P5S) and the efforts to do so had been noticed by trainees (“I do think it had improved in terms of being able to access senior help” [P10T]).

However, there were different perspectives on the same situation (Performing). Trainees/residents, particularly those in the early stages of training, rotate through units and departments and “it can be difficult to build up a rapport with them and therefore give them the training opportunities that they require” (P12S). Trainees can feel isolated, outside the team and unable to “contribute in quite the same way” (P13E), and find it more difficult to become a “valued” member of the team (P10T). This lack of belonging, coupled with the requirements of a competency-based system for medical training, resulted in individual trainees focusing on their own needs (see earlier/Performing). This tension between belonging and performing was not wholly due to the issues specific to the general surgery unit. Rather the main contributing factors to trainees not feeling that they belonged were more general, related to the nature of rotations and the complexity of how they were managed. For example, one trainee/resident discussed a situation where his/her rotations were changed by the hospital at short notice, to suit the service: “[it was] a reflex thing to try and solve the problem which, you know, clearly wasn’t approved by the proper people, didn’t take into account my training” [P2T].

Learning

Underpinning the issues described above was a perceived history of poor role modelling within the department, as highlighted in the external reviews. Conflicts and poor interpersonal relationships between the consultant body manifested as petty arguments, “aggressive behaviour” (P12S), controlling actions (e.g. only working with certain trainees) and dysfunctional interpersonal relationships (“The hierarchies [within the surgical department] became toxic” (P11S). Disagreements amongst the surgical consultants leached into the training environment, “with heated debates in theatre” (P2T) in front of the trainees who were in “a very uncomfortable situation with a case of just getting your head down and shutting up” (P3T), leading to “a lot of gossip and speculation” (P4T). These behaviours were then seen as acceptable by the trainees who then internalised that “this is how things get done” and behaved in the same way, for example, sending out “shocking [inappropriate] emails” (P6AM). This was recognised widely but nothing was done (suppressing) until the issues became public: “People knew that things weren’t right, people knew that it wasn’t an ideal environment. But what is and how many other departments, were they just unlucky? Because there are cultures which aren’t great. So they needed that catalyst.” [P9AM]. When the individuals to whom this behaviour was ascribed were suspended, relationships improved (the atmosphere of the department is better and that’s what probably helps more than anything else” (P3T).
The external reports and their consequences also encouraged **adjustment**, or change, in terms of surgical trainees feeling empowered to speak out where they had concerns about their own training: “I felt more inclined to raise that [training being second line to service provision]” (P2T). Those who had been working and training within general surgery over a number of years noticed change efforts “after the xxx report there seemed to be an effort to try and make teaching more of an issue ... new efforts are being made [e.g., protected time for teaching, weekly morbidity and mortality meetings] and they’re fairly apparent that they’re going to, you know, provide better teaching” (P3T).
Discussion

We observed evidence of paradoxical tensions throughout the data, the responses to which mainly seemed to threaten progress, or change, in relation to improving surgical training in the unit under study.

Tensions were apparent in the data, with managers, surgeons and trainees/residents in conflict with each other due to different goals/priorities and divergent perspectives on the same issue of balancing service and training with insufficient time and resources. This adversely impacted on relationships across and within groups, with trainees feeling isolated, managers and surgeons in conflict, and trainees being exposed to poor role modelling. Assumptions were made regarding the motivational factors of others that were considered to relate to both individual and organisational characteristics. The external reports brought these long-standing tensions to the surface and necessitated responses. Yet while relationships and communication improved, the approach, or response, to getting a better balance maintained the “compartmentalisation” of training rather than acknowledging training and service are inter-dependent. If we assume that the between service and training in a university hospital unit is an interdependent and persistent paradox, then it needs more than a “sticking plaster” (temporary) solution to lead to real change.

We also found paradoxes which have been observed internationally, such as surgical trainees/residents perceive that too much of their job is service and too little is education, but their trainers do not agree, viewing service as educational (2, 59, 60). Clinicians’ disaffection with non-clinical management and strained doctor–manager relationships have been documented for many years in many different contexts (61, 62). Our empirical data highlights that disconnections between managers, Consultants and trainees are due to quite fundamentally divergent goals and positions relating to training and service (27, 28).

Yet are the goals and positions of training and service so different and can they really be separated? Trainees/residents deliver patient care. In the longer-term, service delivery depends on training appropriate numbers of surgeons (in this instance) to progress upwards through the stages of medical education and training as is customary, replacing those who are retiring and ensuring a steady flow of training places – and supervisors - for the next generation of trainees/residents, to meet the anticipated healthcare needs of the population in the future (63-65). Anecdotal reports suggest that a hospital with a bad reputation for training will struggle to attract trainees and new consultants, and this will adversely impact on service delivery in both the immediate and longer-term. Patient care and training are hence of equal importance. One cannot exist without the other.
Reframing the paradox between the two in a way which affirms them as equally valid (66), and persistent (26), which may encourage adjusting responses as an ongoing activity in the pursuit of effective working partnerships between trainees, trainers and managers (31). If the tensions between service and training in the surgical unit had been acknowledged openly and constructively, and managers, surgeons and residents had worked together to try to accommodate both sides of the paradox, then issues with education and training could have been addressed earlier. This could have led to the ameliorating of the need for critical external reviews, poor working relationships and bad press. Alternatively, perhaps the crisis was necessary to bring tensions to the surface. Either way, the opportunity for the development of a relational understanding (67) was lost. Relational understanding requires an openness to experience, a willingness to engage in a dialogue that can challenge self-understanding. To be in this type of dialogue requires listening to others and risk confusion/uncertainty both about ourselves, and about other people we seek to understand (67, p 458). Nonetheless, we argue that this risk is worth it in this type of training/service context, given the severity of the potential detrimental effects on patients, trainees and more broadly, the production of an effective healthcare workforce.

Our findings also have research implications. The main theoretical frameworks presented in studies of work-based medical training tend to be socio-cultural (68, 69). We took a different stance, drawing on management science theory to provide a fresh perspective on a well-acknowledged issue in response to calls in the literature to focus on the organisational context of postgraduate training (70-73), to allow us progress knowledge from describing service-training tensions to understanding how people may react to them. An understanding of this may help all those involved in surgical training, in any context, to think differently about how to manage persistent tensions.

Borrowing theory from other disciplines is not new in medical education but our knowledge of the literature suggests that management science theory is rarely adopted. While bringing something new to the field in this way is useful, as with any theory borrowing, we carefully considered the theory, and checked its assumptions (74) were congruent with our approach, question and context before final selection (75). For example, we were interested in individual responses while acknowledging the interactions between systems and people, so used a paradox approach which bridges these positions (26). We were reassured by the use of Smith and Lewis’s paradox theory in other healthcare contexts (28). However, the transferability of paradox theory in explaining responses to tensions between training and service remains to be tested out in other contexts. Finally, paradox theory illuminated certain aspects of the data (34): another lens may have emphasised different aspects of the problem, such as the nature of the power relationships and social dynamics between managers and surgeons (76, 77).
The case study approach is suitable for organisational contexts (78) and has been used previously to look at organisational paradoxes (79). There are different views on case study design (80): our epistemological stance and approach to gathering and analysing data were most closely aligned with Yin’s perspective (36, 43): for example, we set out to examine an extreme case with a clear research plan and protocols, addressed construct validity by checking data credibility and used a theoretical framework to summarise the findings and to aid analytic (conceptual) generalisability (81, 82). However, within the limits of a single-site case study our interview data was sufficient and our interviewees appropriate for the research question (58).

It may be that the use of an extreme case limits the transferability of the findings. Multi-site or comparative case studies would be a useful next step in examining how stakeholders in different surgical settings, or indeed any hospital environment, manage and respond to competing tensions between service and training (36, 43, 44).

We used a combination of documentary evidence and interviews to collect empirical data. This is a common triangulation of data sources in management science (83) and education (84, 85), but perhaps less so in medical education (although for a recent exception, also set in a surgical community, please see 86). However, all data qualitative collection approaches have strengths and weaknesses (87-88). Given our specific focus, interviewees may have wish to give social desirably responses, but the tone of the interviews did not suggest this was this case – although it would be fascinating to do a linguistic analysis to explore this further (89).

Our study design did not allow us to capture longitudinal processes (e.g., how things changed over time), or if the tensions observed differed by stage of training or position. That said the goal of the study was not assess change longitudinally, but to interrogate the experiences, perceptions and purported responses of the interviewees in a surgical training and service context during a time of great upheaval. While this context may reduce the conceptual generalizability of this study, the crisis brought persistent tensions to the surface where they were more observable (26, 29, 30).

Jansson states that “Nothing, or let’s say very few things, are as difficult as the nature of a university hospital” because of the competing missions of patient care and teaching/training (28, p659). This empirical study is the first to look at these tensions with a management science lens, and in a beleaguered surgical setting, and hence provides a new perspective on how these tensions could be understood and managed, extends knowledge and stimulates discussion and thinking in the field. We urge those involved in researching surgical and other postgraduate training to continue this discussion by considering how thinking differently about persistent tensions may help in terms of identifying, and supporting, adaptive responses.
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Box 1: A brief overview of postgraduate medical training in the UK

Junior doctors in the UK learn their craft in approved training posts in centres deemed capable of delivering training by the regulator, the General Medical Council (GMC). They have clinical responsibility under supervision which encompasses the principle of developing independent practice whilst maintaining an environment that is safe for patients.

After graduating from medical school, doctors work in Foundation Programmes (FP) for two years where they acquire full registration with the GMC and satisfy standards of knowledge, skill and behavioural attributes specified in the Foundation curriculum. Thereafter, they progress to specialty training in one of the many specialties recognised by the GMC, including the surgical specialties (e.g., general surgery, orthopaedics).

Specialty training programmes extend over 2 – 8 years during which doctors practice across a range of experience relevant to their future career in that specialty, housed in the context of learning in the workplace. This may involve a variety of specialties or be focused on aspects of one specialty but obtaining exposure across the breadth of that specialty.

Training is standardised to curricula written by the UK Medical Royal Colleges and Faculties, and approved by the GMC. These curricula include formative, usually workplace based, and summative, usually formal written and practical examination, assessment of knowledge, skills and behavioural competencies. These are tied to curricula and to generic practice guidance published by the GMC.

All medical training is regulated by the General Medical Council (GMC) whose standards for medical education and training require healthcare organisations “to provide high-quality educational experiences in safe, effective and appropriately-supported learning environments” (px). To monitor this, the GMC carries out annual surveys of trainees and trainers, feeding the results of these surveys back to organisations, who are expected to use this information to review and improve training (ref NTS). Units or locations with persistently poor educational outcomes, in areas such as supervision, workload, access to educational opportunities, are placed in “enhanced monitoring” to review improvement plans, and monitor their implementation.
Table 1: The four category framework of organisational paradox (23, 26, 30), the level at which each occurs and outcomes (31).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paradox</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performing</td>
<td>Where individuals are required to perform multiple, possibly competing roles and tasks (28)</td>
<td>Micro – individual response to conflicting demands in their own roles or arising from the roles of others with whom they share joint tasks</td>
<td>Contradictory actions as actors try to perform competing goals, or work towards different versions of success and failure (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organising</td>
<td>Where there are tensions between different possible ways of organising people and work</td>
<td>Macro – the structural conditions in which actors function and experience tensions</td>
<td>Tensions between different organisational tasks and functions the interplay between structures that shape actions, and actions which shape structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belonging</td>
<td>Closely related to individual identity, and tensions between the individual and the collective</td>
<td>Meso – the interaction between individuals, their immediate group and the wider organisation</td>
<td>Actors struggle to reconcile the values and beliefs of their reference group with those of other groups and the wider organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Related closely to change, reflecting tensions which arise when new replaces old and people learn during the change (32)</td>
<td>Multi-level, occurring both within actors and organisations (33).</td>
<td>“An underpinning tension contributing to the other paradoxes” (31, p. 248).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Definitions and illustrations of responses to paradox. Reproduced with permission from Jarzabkowski et al, adjusted to provide illustrations relevant to medical education and training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct and definition</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Impact</th>
<th>Illustration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Splitting response</strong></td>
<td>A response to tension that involves separating contradictory elements either temporally (dealing with one, then the other) or spatially (compartmentalizing elements into different areas)</td>
<td>Temporary relief from tension</td>
<td>Compartmentalizing goals, for example, compartmentalizing education and training into different divisions, or to specific groups of stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Potential for progress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type of response to paradoxical tension (defensive)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core focus: dealing with tension by separating elements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suppressing response</strong></td>
<td>A response to tension that involves prioritizing one element and allowing it to dominate or overrule the other element of a paradox</td>
<td>Temporary relief from tension</td>
<td>Overruling requests from the other party, such as the need for additional staff to cover service and training. The suppressed party tries to work around suppression of its needs, such as a unit trying compensate for lack of trainers by sending learners on courses rather than sorting the issue directly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Potential for progress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type of response to paradoxical tension (defensive)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core focus: dealing with tension by overruling/ dominating</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opposing response</strong></td>
<td>A response to tension that involves parties supporting contradictory elements of a paradox engaging in active confrontation and conflict that polarize paradoxical elements</td>
<td>Temporary relief from tension</td>
<td>Having direct confrontations that polarize positions, such as senior clinical staff refusing to supervise trainees as there is no time for this in their job plan. Managers refusing to fund new posts. Each side sticks to their own view of tasks and goals, with no compromise on either side.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Potential for progress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type of response to paradoxical tension (defensive)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core focus: dealing with tension by opposing and polarizing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjusting response</strong></td>
<td>A response to tension that recognizes that both poles of the paradox are important and interdependent and thus both need to be accommodated</td>
<td>Longer term relief from tension</td>
<td>Sides accommodating each other, for example, by Managers and clinicians, or trainers and trainees, working together to mutual gain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Type of response to paradoxical tension (active)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Core focus: dealing with tension by accommodating each other’s needs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>